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There was a mouthful 

I couldn’t say for sure which position 

so I just kept adding leaves to everything  

that would let me. Someone I love is on 

a wobbly kitchen stool someone else  

on a broken step ladder: 

I didn’t know about color 

matching what you can live in front of  

for days whose knee is glowing 

bone beneath a folded jacket  

I don’t mean publicly  

turning it on 

one beautiful side and then forgetting.  

Someone I love holding 

taillights between teeth 

I just put rocks on top of 

a calendar you can walk across  

all edible fringes throughout 

my contracts. Someone I love is out  

shopping for a clock to act  

that way for folding arrangements 

I don’t mean what would let me  

at least three folds close together
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indebted; when it’s too sweet  

to gamble beside it. 

In the case of some laughter.  

Whose out-of-office reply 

is five seconds deeper 

when carrying a breakable knowing  

out of fruit out of instant 

retrieval a tree 

with silver hooks in 

its pockets for example when 

it’s too far to walk I don’t think a ring  

can exist outside the body in spite 

of cycling invasive 

beautiful nets and ornaments  

I keep trying to cast.
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I was the spider plant and you were the ceramic  

lady’s skull with the absent fontanel. 

I was applying myself to you

like a gloss of hot water. You were tenderizing  

a couple geese feet frozen in the middle 

of our story, they lifted the story

off-road. I was the spider plant with tracks 

in the prolific, cracking when I smiled, smoking  

through a hole in another animal’s bone. 

Bunnies subsisted off my downiness, chickens plucked  

my tongue looking for a blue streak. 

You serviced all the carburetors

like a snake handler, burning 

no oil. I was the turkey parts on the other  

side of the road, a wide blue grassiness

that undercovers any remains.  

You were the whistle 

I used to call it.
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         The difference between

afraid and fear        azalea & 

azalea and those yellow        crosses 

at night

         neon exes into

                   planning to winnow.

May is growing

            black mushroom

rails names

                       I mispronounce.
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Circle the ones we own outright.  

There’s a jar of pencils for you, 

there’s a rabbit I found with nothing left behind.  

Not a good morning for looking at your fingers, try  

magic shell.

Try wax paper instead of your arm,  

try turning it over, 

try looking for a “zipper,”  

try candling:

pay attention to the work you’re doing
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Rubber drops and lands all over the river  

with unusual feathers: 

old bird, knob, action verb  

action verb: another way.  

smacking your lips, lips, cut  

the tree down. 

Cut the tree down, cut the tree down  

with thickening egg shells, left 

for dead, exclamation point,  

exclamation, now snowmobiles  

all in secret. 

Pleasure red branches, 

pleasure red branches a duck outside  

earshot, semicolons late 

into June, interview, dish liquid:  

water park is Vietnamese 

-ish, curl my toes, a Yankee  

burning off like Pink Pearl. O  

bicep, O bited. 

I am thinking of taking  

some words down 

there, down down there.
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